Abstract-This paper considers linear minimum mean-squareerror (MMSE) transceiver design problems for downlink multiuser multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems where imperfect channel state information is available at the base station (BS) and mobile stations (MSs). We examine robust sum mean-square-error (MSE) minimization problems. The problems are examined for the generalized scenario where the power constraint is per BS, per BS antenna, per user or per symbol, and the noise vector of each MS is a zero-mean circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variable with arbitrary covariance matrix. For each of these problems, we propose a novel duality based iterative solution. Each of these problems is solved as follows. First, we establish a novel sum average mean-square-error (AMSE) duality. Second, we formulate the power allocation part of the problem in the downlink channel as a Geometric Program (GP). Third, using the duality result and the solution of GP, we utilize alternating optimization technique to solve the original downlink problem. To solve robust sum MSE minimization constrained with per BS antenna and per BS power problems, we have established novel downlink-uplink duality. On the other hand, to solve robust sum MSE minimization constrained with per user and per symbol power problems, we have established novel downlink-interference duality. For the total BS power constrained robust sum MSE minimization problem, the current duality is established by modifying the constraint function of the dual uplink channel problem. And, for the robust sum MSE minimization with per BS antenna and per user (symbol) power constraint problems, our duality are established by formulating the noise covariance matrices of the uplink and interference channels as fixed point functions, respectively. We also show that our sum AMSE duality are able to solve other sum MSE-based robust design problems. Computer simulations verify the robustness of the proposed robust designs compared to the nonrobust/naive designs.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE spectral efficiency of wireless channels can be enhanced by utilizing multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems. This performance improvement is achieved by exploiting the transmit and receive diversity. In [1] , a fundamental relation between mutual information and minimum mean-square-error (MMSE) has been derived for MIMO Gaussian channels. Furthermore, it has been shown that different transceiver optimization problems are equivalently formulated as a function of MMSE matrix, for instance, minimizing bit error rate, maximizing capacity, etc. [2] - [4] . For these reasons, mean-square-error (MSE)-based problems are commonly examined in multiuser networks.
The linear MMSE transceiver design problems for multiuser MIMO systems can be examined in the uplink and/or downlink channels. In [5] and [6] , sum MSE minimization problem is examined in the uplink channel. The authors of these papers exploit the fact that the sum MSE optimization problem in the uplink channel (after rank relaxation) can be formulated as a convex optimization problem for which global optimal solution can be obtained efficiently. It is well know that transceiver design problems in the uplink channel are better understood than that of the downlink channel. Due to this fact, most literatures (also our current paper) focus on solving transceiver design problems in the downlink channel. In [7] , the sum MSE minimization problem is addressed in the downlink channel. This paper has solved the latter problem directly in the downlink channel. In this channel, however, since the precoders of all users are jointly coupled, downlink MSE-based transceiver design problems have more complicated mathematical structure than their dual uplink problems [3] , [8] .
In [3] and [9] , the sum MSE minimization constrained with a total base station (BS) power problem is considered in the downlink channel. The authors of these papers solve the downlink sum MSE minimization problem by examining the equivalent uplink problem, and then establishing the MSE duality between uplink and downlink channels. These two papers show that duality based approach of solving the downlink problem has easier to handle mathematical structure than that of [7] . Moreover, in some cases, duality solution approach can exploit the hidden convexity of the downlink channel MSE-based problems (for example minimization of sum MSE constrained with a total BS power problem [3] , [8] ). These duality are established by assuming that perfect channel state information (CSI) is available at the BS and mobile stations (MSs). However, due to the inevitability of channel estimation error, CSI can never be perfect. This motivates [10] to establish the MSE duality under im-perfect CSI for multiple-input single-output (MISO) systems. The latter work is extended in [11] for MIMO case. In [12] , the MSE downlink-uplink duality has been established by considering imperfect CSI both at the BS and MSs, and with antenna correlation only at the BS. This duality is examined by analyzing the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions of the uplink and downlink channel problems. In [13] , we have established three kinds of MSE uplink-downlink duality by considering that imperfect CSI is available both at the BS and MSs, and with antenna correlation only at the BS. These duality are established by extending the three level MSE duality of [8] to imperfect CSI. In [14] , we have shown that the three kinds of MSE duality known from [8] can be established for the perfect and imperfect CSI scenario just by transforming the power allocation matrices from uplink to downlink channel and vice versa. All of these MSE duality are established by assuming that the entries of the noise vector of each MS are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) zero-mean circularly symmetric complex Gaussian (ZMCSCG) random variables all with the same variance. However, in practice, MSs are spaced far apart from each other and the noise vector of each MS may include other interference Gaussian signals [2] . For these reasons, the noise variances of all MSs are not necessarily the same. This motivates [15] to exploit the three kinds of MSE downlink-uplink duality known in [8] and [14] for the scenario where the noise vector of each MS is a ZMCSCG random variable with arbitrary covariance matrix. However, still the work of [15] exploits the MSE downlink-uplink duality by assuming that perfect CSI is available at the BS and MSs. Moreover, the duality of all of the aforementioned papers including [15] are able to solve total BS power constrained MSE or average mean-square-error (AMSE)-based problems only. In [16] (see also [17] and [18] ), duality based iterative solutions for rate and signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR)-based problems with multiple linear transmit covariance constraints (LTCC) have been proposed. The problems of [16] are examined as follows. First, new auxiliary variables are incorporated to combine the LTCC into one constraint. Second, keeping the introduced auxiliary variables constant, the existing duality approach is applied to get the optimal covariance matrices. Third, keeping the covariance matrices of all users constant, the introduced variables are updated by subgradient optimization method. Fourth, the second and third steps are repeated until convergence. However, the aforementioned iterative algorithm has one major drawback. For fixed introduced variables, if the global optimality of the downlink (dual uplink) problem is not ensured, this iterative algorithm is not guaranteed to converge. 1 Besides this drawback, the application of the latter duality for MSE-based problems is not clear.
In a practical multiantenna BS system, the maximum power of each BS antenna is limited [19] . Due to this, we developed duality based iterative algorithms to solve sum MSE-based constrained with each BS antenna power design problems for the perfect CSI scenario in [20] . On the other hand, channel estimation error is inevitable, and in some scenario allocating different 1 Note that for fixed introduced variables, the global optimum covariance matrices for the problems of [16] can be obtained. Thus, the duality-based iterative algorithm of this paper is guaranteed to converge for the problems of [16] . However, as will be clear later, since all of our problems are nonconvex, the iterative algorithm of [16] is not guaranteed to converge for our problems. powers to different users or symbols according to their channel conditions (to ensure fairness among users or symbols) has practical interest. This motivates us to first propose novel generalized sum AMSE duality and then we utilize our new duality results to examine the following sum MSE-based robust design problems. Robust sum MSE minimization with a per total BS , per BS antenna , per user and per symbol power constraints, respectively. These problems are examined by considering that the BS and MS antennas exhibit spatial correlations, and the CSI at both ends is imperfect. The robustness against imperfect CSI is incorporated into our designs using stochastic approach [14] . Moreover, the noise vector of each MS is a ZMCSCG random variable with arbitrary covariance matrix.
To the best of our knowledge, the problems are not convex. Furthermore, duality based solutions for these problems with our noise covariance matrix assumptions are not known. In the current paper, we propose duality based iterative solutions to solve the problems. Each of these problems is solved as follows. First, we establish novel sum AMSE duality. Second, we formulate the power allocation part of the problem in the downlink channel as a Geometric Program (GP). Third, using the duality result and the solution of GP, we utilize alternating optimization technique to solve the original downlink problem. We have established novel downlink-uplink duality to solve and . On the other hand, we have established novel downlink-interference duality to solve and . For problem , the current duality is established by modifying the constraint function of the dual uplink channel problem. And, for the problems and , our duality are established by formulating the noise covariance matrices of the uplink and interference channels as fixed point functions, respectively. The duality of this paper generalize all existing sum MSE (AMSE) duality. The main contributions of the current paper can thus be summarized as follows. 1) We have established novel sum AMSE downlink-uplink and downlink-interference duality to solve the problems for the generalized scenario where the noise vector of each MS is a ZMCSCG random variable with arbitrary covariance matrix, the BS and MS antennas exhibit spatial correlations and the CSI at both ends is imperfect. The downlink-uplink duality are established to solve and , whereas the downlink-interference duality are established to solve and . For problem , the current duality is established by modifying the constraint function of the dual uplink channel problem. And, for the problems and , our duality are established by formulating the noise covariance matrices of the uplink and interference channels as fixed point functions, respectively. Therefore, the current sum AMSE duality generalize the hitherto sum AMSE duality. 2) By employing the system model of [4] and [15] , we formulate the power allocation part of our robust sum MSE minimization problems in the downlink channel as GPs. These GPs are formulated by modifying the GP formulation approach of [13] to our scenario. Consequently, our GP solution and duality results enable us to solve the problems by applying alternating optimization techniques (i.e., duality based iterative algorithms) of [3] and [14] . As will be clear later, the current duality based iter-ative algorithms can solve other sum MSE-based robust design problems. 3) In our simulation results, we have observed that the proposed duality based iterative algorithms utilize less total BS power than that of existing algorithms for the problems . 4) We examine the effects of channel estimation errors and antenna correlations on the system performance. The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, multiuser MIMO downlink, and virtual uplink and interference system models are presented. In Section III, MIMO channel model under imperfect CSI is discussed. In Section IV, we formulate our robust design problems and discuss the general framework of our duality based iterative solutions. Sections V-IX present the proposed duality based iterative solutions for solving the problems . The extension of our duality based iterative algorithms to other problems is discussed in Section X. In Section XI, computer simulations are used to compare the performance of the proposed duality based iterative algorithms with that of existing algorithms, and the robust and nonrobust/naive designs. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section XII.
Notations: The following notations are used throughout this paper. Upper/lower case boldface letters denote matrices/column vectors. The , , , , and denote the element, th row, trace, transpose, conjugate transpose and expected value of , respectively.
is an identity matrix of size (appropriate size) and represent spaces of matrices with complex (real) entries. The diagonal and block-diagonal matrices are represented by diag(.) and blkdiag(.), respectively. Subject to is denoted by s.t and denotes optimal solution. The th norm of a vector is represented by . The superscripts , and denotes downlink, uplink and interference, respectively.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, multiuser MIMO downlink, and virtual uplink and interference system models are considered. The BS equipped with transmit antennas is serving MSs. Each MS has antennas to multiplex symbols. The total number of MS antennas and symbols are and , respectively. The entire symbol can be written in a data vector , where is the symbol vector for the th MS. In the downlink channel [see Fig. 1(a) ], the BS precodes into an length vector by using the overall precoder matrix , where is the precoder matrix for the th MS. The th MS uses a linear receiver to recover its symbol as where is the additive Gaussian noise at the th MS and is the MIMO channel between the BS and th MS. Without loss of generality, we can assume that the entries of are i.i.d ZMCSCG random variables all with unit variance, 2 , i.e., , , , and . The noise vector of the th MS is a ZM-CSCG random variable with positive semidefinite covariance matrix . To establish the sum AMSE duality, we model the virtual uplink and interference channels as shown in Fig. 1(b) -(c). The virtual uplink and interference channels are modeled by introducing precoders and decoders , where and . In the uplink channel, it is assumed that is a ZMCSCG random variable with diagonal covariance matrix . In the interference channel, it is assumed that the th user's th symbol is estimated independently by . Moreover, [ Fig. 1 (c)] are also ZMCSCG random variables with covariance matrices and the channels between the th transmitter and all receivers are the same (i.e., ). In both the uplink and interference system models, the transmitters are the same (i.e., ). Furthermore, the channels between all transmitters and each receiver (one receiver in the case of uplink system model and receivers in the case of interference system model) are the same (i.e.,
). As will be clear later, the virtual uplink and interference system models differ on their noise covariance matrices [which is clearly seen from Fig. 1 (b) and (c)] and the approach where the decoders are designed. In the case of downlink-uplink duality, all decoders of the uplink channel are designed with a common noise covariance matrix , whereas, in the case of downlink-interference duality, the th user th symbol decoder of the interference channel is designed by employing its own noise covariance matrix .
III. CHANNEL MODEL
Considering antenna correlation at the BS and MSs, we model the Rayleigh fading MIMO channels as , where the elements of are i.i.d. ZMCSCG random variables all with unit variance, and and are antenna correlation matrices at the BS and MSs, respectively [14] , [21] . The channel estimation is performed on using an orthogonal training method [22] . Upon doing so, the th user true channel and its minimum-mean-square-error (MMSE) estimate can be related as (see [22, for more details about the channel estimation process) (1) where , is the estimation error, and the entries of are i.i.d with . By robustness, we mean that are unknown but are known. We assume that each MS estimates its channel and feeds the estimated channel back to the BS without any error and delay. Thus, both the BS and MSs have the same channel imperfections. With these assumptions, the downlink instantaneous MSE and AMSE matrices of the th user are given by (2) where . The total sum AMSE is given by
IV. PROBLEM FORMULATIONS Mathematically, the aforementioned robust sum MSE minimization problems can be formulated as (4) (5) (6) (7) where , , and are the maximum powers available at the BS, th BS antenna, th user and th user th symbol, respectively. Since, the problems are not convex, convex optimization framework can not be applied to solve them. To the best of our knowledge, duality based solutions for the problems are not known. In the following, we present duality based iterative algorithm to solve each of these problems. For better exposition of our algorithms, let us explain the general framework of downlink-uplink duality based approach for solving each of these problems as shown in Algorithm I.
Algorithm I
Initialization: For each problem, initialize such that the power constraint functions are satisfied with equality. Then, update by using minimum average-mean square-error (MAMSE) receiver approach, i.e.
(8)

Repeat
Uplink channel 1) Transfer the total sum AMSE from downlink to uplink channel. 2) Update the receivers of the uplink channel using MAMSE receiver technique.
Downlink channel
3) Transfer the total sum AMSE from uplink to downlink channel. 4) Update the receivers of the downlink channel by MAMSE receiver (8) .
Until convergence.
One can notice that this iterative algorithm is already known in [3] , [4] and [14] . However, the iterative approach of these papers are limited to solve MSE-based constrained with a total BS power problems with . As will be clear later, the main challenge arises at step 3 of Algorithm I where at this step, the approaches of these papers are not able to ensure the power constraints of . In the following sections, we establish our novel sum AMSE downlink-uplink and downlink-interference duality. The downlink-uplink duality are able to maintain the power constraints of and at step 3 of Algorithm I. Thus, the latter duality can solve these two problems using Algorithm I. The sum AMSE downlink-interference duality are able to maintain the power constraint of each user and symbol at step 3 of Algorithm I. Hence, these duality can solve the problems and with Algorithm I.
V. SUM AMSE DOWNLINK-UPLINK DUALITY TO SOLVE
In this section, we establish the sum AMSE downlink-uplink duality to solve total BS power constrained robust sum MSE minimization problem . This duality can be established by assuming that , where . Now, we transfer the sum AMSE from downlink to uplink channel and vice versa. To this end, we compute the total sum AMSE in the uplink channel as (9) where .
A. Sum AMSE Transfer (From Downlink to Uplink Channel)
The sum AMSE can be transferred from downlink to uplink channel by using a nonzero scaling factor which satisfies (10) where and . Substituting and of (9) by (10) and then equating yields (11) where . It follows, can be determined as (12) Thus, during the sum AMSE transfer from downlink to uplink channel, the following holds true:
B. Sum AMSE Transfer (From Uplink to Downlink Channel)
For a given uplink channel precoder/decoder pairs , the sum AMSE can be transferred from uplink to downlink channel by using a positive which satisfies (14) Substituting these and in (3) and equating , can be determined as (15) As can be seen from (12) and (15), the scaling factors and do not depend on . This fact can be seen from and , after substituting and , where are amplified by the same factor. The downlink power is given by (16) From (13) and (16), we can see that is always satisfied. Consequently, the duality of this section maintains the power constraint of during the sum AMSE transfer from uplink to downlink channel and vice versa. Therefore, with the duality of this section, the latter problem can be solved iteratively by Algorithm I. When , the duality of this section turns to that of in [15] . When , our duality fits that of in [13] . Hence, the sum AMSE duality of this section generalizes all existing sum AMSE downlink-uplink duality.
VI. SUM AMSE DOWNLINK-UPLINK DUALITY TO SOLVE
This duality is established to solve per BS antenna power constrained robust sum MSE minimization problem . To establish this duality, we first compute the total sum AMSE in the uplink channel as (17) Now, we transfer the sum AMSE from downlink to uplink channel and vice versa.
A. Sum AMSE Transfer (From Downlink to Uplink Channel)
In order to use this sum AMSE transfer for a per BS antenna power constrained robust sum MSE minimization problem, we set the uplink channel precoder and decoder pairs as (18) Substituting (18) into (17) and then equating yields (19) where , , , and is the th row of . The above equation shows that by choosing appropriately, we can transfer any precoder/decoder pairs of the downlink channel to the corresponding decoder/precoder pairs of the uplink channel. However, here should be selected in a way that can be solved using Algorithm I. To this end, we choose as (20) By doing so, the uplink channel will achieve lower sum AMSE compared to that of the downlink channel . As will be clear later, to solve (5) with Algorithm I, should be selected ensuring (20) . This shows that for , step 1 of Algorithm I can be carried out with (18) .
To perform step 2 of Algorithm I, we update of (18) by using the uplink MAMSE receiver which can be expressed as (21) where and the second equality is obtained by applying (18) (i.e.,
). The above expression shows that by choosing , is always invertible. Next, we transfer the total sum AMSE from uplink to downlink channel (i.e., we perform step 3 of Algorithm I) and show that the latter sum AMSE transfer ensures the power constraint of each BS antenna.
B. Sum AMSE Transfer (From Uplink to Downlink Channel)
For a given total sum AMSE in the uplink channel, we can achieve the same sum AMSE in the downlink channel by using a nonzero scaling factor which satisfies (22) In this precoder/decoder transformation, we use the notations and to differentiate with the precoder and decoder matrices used in Section VI-A. By substituting (22) into (3) (with , ) and then equating the resulting sum AMSE with that of the uplink channel (17), can be determined as (23) where is the th row of the MAMSE matrix (21) which is given by and the second equality follows from (18) .
The power of each BS antenna in the downlink channel is thus given by (24) where is the th row of . We can rewrite the above expression as ( 
25) where
Let us assume that there exist that satisfy (26) From (26), we get (27) The above expression shows that the solution of (26) satisfies (27) . Moreover, as , the latter solution also satisfies (20) . Therefore, for
, by choosing such that (26) is satisfied, step 3 of Algorithm I can be performed. Next, we show that there exists at least a set of feasible that satisfy (26) . In this regard, we consider the following Theorem [23] , [24] . (29) where is an length vector with each element equal to unity. Thus, there exists that satisfy (26) and its solution can be obtained using the above fixed point iterations. Once the appropriate is obtained, step 4 of Algorithm I is immediate and hence can be solved iteratively using this algorithm. Note that when , the duality of this section turns to that of [20] .
VII. SUM AMSE DOWNLINK-INTERFERENCE DUALITY TO SOLVE
This kind of duality is established to solve per user power constrained robust sum MSE minimization problem . To establish this duality, it is sufficient to assume . With this assumption, the th user AMSE and total sum AMSE in the interference channel can be expressed as
Like in Section VI, here we transfer the sum AMSE from downlink to interference channel and vice versa.
A. Sum AMSE Transfer (From Downlink to Interference Channel)
Like in Section VI, it can be shown that the sum AMSE can be transferred from downlink to interference channel by setting and . Substituting these and in (31), then equating yields where , and . For this sum AMSE transfer, we also choose such that (32) is satisfied. This shows that step 1 of Algorithm I can be carried out by choosing and . To perform step 2 of Algorithm I, we update each receiver of the interference channel by applying MAMSE receiver method which is given by (33)
The above expression shows that by choosing , invertibility of can be ensured.
B. Sum AMSE Transfer (From Interference to Downlink Channel)
For a given total sum AMSE in the interference channel, we can achieve the same sum AMSE in the downlink channel by using a nonzero scaling factor which satisfies . By substituting and in (3) Moreover, (37) can be solved exactly like that of (26) and the solution of (37) satisfies (32). As a result, one can apply the duality of this section to solve by Algorithm I.
VIII. SUM AMSE DOWNLINK-INTERFERENCE DUALITY TO SOLVE
This duality is established to solve per symbol power constrained robust sum MSE minimization problem . To establish this duality, it is sufficient to assume . With the latter assumption, the th user th symbol AMSE and total sum AMSE in the interference channel can be expressed as (38) (39) Like in Section VII, we now transfer the sum AMSE from downlink to interference channel and vice versa.
A. Sum AMSE Transfer (From Downlink to Interference Channel)
The sum AMSE can be transferred from downlink to interference channel by setting and . Substituting these and in (39), equating and after some steps we get , where , and . For this sum AMSE transfer, we also choose such that (40) is satisfied. At this stage step 1 of Algorithm I is performed.
To reduce the sum AMSE in the interference channel (i.e., to perform step 2 of Algorithm I), we apply the MAMSE receiver for the th user th symbol as (41) As we can see, when , is always invertible.
B. Sum AMSE Transfer (From Interference to Downlink Channel)
For a given total sum AMSE in the interference channel, we can achieve the same sum AMSE in the downlink channel by using a nonzero scaling factor which satisfies and . By substituting these and in (3) (with , ) and then equating the resulting total sum AMSE with that of the interference channel (39), can be determined as (42) where the second equality is derived by substituting with the MAMSE receiver (41) and . The power of the th user th symbol in the downlink channel is thus given by (43) This inequality constraint can also be expressed as (44) where . Like in Section VI, it can be shown that there exist that satisfy . Thus, the feasible of (44) can be found exactly like that of (26) . As a result, with the duality of this section, we can solve iteratively with Algorithm I.
IX. A METHOD TO IMPROVE THE CONVERGENCE SPEED OF Algorithm I
To increase the convergence speed of Algorithm I, a downlink power allocation step can be included inside Algorithm I. In [13] , for fixed transmit and receive filters, the power allocation part of with has been formulated as a GP by employing the system model of [4] . This GP formulation is derived by extending the approach of [4] to imperfect CSI scenario. Moreover, in [14] , we show that the system model of [4] is appropriate to solve any kind of total BS power constrained robust MSE-based problems using duality approach (alternating optimization). This motivates us to utilize the system model of [4] in the downlink channel only and then include the power allocation step (i.e., GP) into Algorithm I for each of the problems . To this end, we decompose the precoders and decoders of the downlink channel as (45) where , , , and are the transmit power, unity norm transmit filter, unity norm receive filter and receiver scaling factor matrices of the th user, respectively, i.e.,
. With this decomposition, our downlink system model [ Fig. 1(a) ] can be plotted as shown in Fig. 2 .
For better exposition of the GP, we collect the powers of the entire symbol as , the overall filter matrix at the BS and users as and , respectively, where is the transmit (receive) filter of the th symbol with . The scaling factors are stacked as and the AMSE in the downlink channel can be collected as (refer to [4] and [13] for the details about (45) and the above descriptions). By applying (45) and the technique of [4] (see [4, eq. (23) As is a posynomial (where are the variables), (49) is a GP for which global optimality is guaranteed. Thus, it can be efficiently solved by using standard interior point methods with a worst-case polynomial-time complexity [25] . Like in , it can be shown that for fixed , and , the power allocation parts of can be formulated as GPs. Our duality based iterative algorithm for each of these problems including the power allocation step is summarized in Algorithm II.
Algorithm II
Initialization: For
, set any (we use for our simulation). Then, initialize all the other parameters like in Algorithm I.
Repeat
Uplink (Interference) channel 1) For transfer the total sum AMSE from downlink to uplink channel by (12) and for set . Then, for compute using (25); for compute using (36) and for compute using (44). 2) Update the MAMSE receivers of the uplink (interference) channel of , , , and using , (21), (33), and (41), respectively.
Downlink channel
3) Transfer the total sum AMSE from uplink (interference) to downlink channel using (15) , (23), (34), and (42) for , , , and , respectively. 4) For each of the problems , decompose the precoder and decoder matrices of each user as in (45). Then, formulate and solve the GP power allocation part. For example, the power allocation part of can be expressed in GP form as (49). 5) For each of the problems , by keeping constant, update the receive filters and scaling factors by applying downlink MAMSE receiver approach i.e., , where . Note that in these expressions, are chosen such that each column of has unity norm. Then, compute using (45).
Until convergence.
Convergence: It can be shown that at each step of this algorithm, the sum AMSE of the system is nonincreasing [3] , [14] . Thus, the above iterative algorithm is guaranteed to converge. However, since all of our problems are nonconvex, this iterative algorithm is not guaranteed to converge to the global optimum.
X. EXTENSION OF Algorithm II TO OTHER PROBLEMS
In some cases, the power of each precoder entry needs to be constrained i.e,.
. This kind of power constraint has practical interest for coordinated BS systems where each BS is equipped with single antenna and the BS targets to allocate different powers to different symbols (see also [26] , [27] ). Mathematically, the latter problem can be formulated as 55) where is the total sum AMSE target. The power allocation parts of can be formulated as GPs. It is clearly seen that by modifying the power allocation step of to that of , one can apply the solution approach of to solve (see also [4] ). Next, we explain how the solution approach of can be extended to solve . In the latter problem, each iteration should guarantee a nonincreasing total BS power. To ensure this nonincreasing total BS power, (19) must be satisfied. This can be achieved just by modifying (24) to . This leads to the following fixed point function:
(56) where Fig. 3 . Comparison of the proposed iterative algorithm (Algorithm II) and the algorithm in [7] . , where is the total BS power, and . For the computation of SNR, we used the obtained from the perfect CSI design of the proposed algorithm. We compare the performance of our iterative algorithm (Algorithm II) with that of [7] for the robust, nonrobust and perfect CSI designs. The nonrobust/naive design refers to the design in which the estimated channel is considered as perfect. Note that when , the solution method of the latter paper turns to that of in [26] .
A. Simulation Results for Problem
In this subsection, we compare the performance of our proposed algorithm with that of [7] when . The comparison is based on the total sum AMSE and average symbol error rate (ASER) 4 of all users versus the SNR. Fig. 3(a)-(b) shows that Algorithm II and the algorithm in [7] achieve the same sum AMSE and ASER. Moreover, these figures show the superior performance of the robust design compared to that of the nonrobust design. Next, we discuss the effects of antenna correlations factors on the system performance. For this purpose, we change the previous to , , and and plot the sum AMSEs of all designs in Fig. 3(c) . From Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(c) , we can observe that the sum AMSE of nonrobust, robust and perfect CSI designs increase as increase. This observation fits to that of [14] where is examined for .
B. Simulation Results for
In this subsection, we compare the performances of our proposed algorithm with that of [7] based on the total power utilized at the BS and the total achieved sum AMSE. We employ for , for , for and as in the first paragraph of Section XI. As can be seen from Fig. 4(a)-(c) , for , the proposed algorithm utilizes less total BS power than that of [7] for all designs. However, for and , the proposed algorithm utilizes less total BS power than that of [7] for the robust designs only. Next, with the powers of Fig. 4(a) -(c), we plot the total sum AMSEs of our algorithm and the algorithm in [7] as shown in Fig. 5(a)-(c) . These figures show that for the robust and nonrobust designs, both of these algorithms achieve the same sum AMSE.
To examine the effects of antenna correlation factors, we use as in Section XI-A. Again Fig. 6(a)-(c) shows that our proposed algorithms utilize less total BS power than that of [7] in all designs and in the robust design only, for and , respectively. With the powers of Fig. 6(a)-(c) , we plot the sum AMSE of our algorithm and that of [7] as shown in Fig. 7(a)-(c) . These figures also show that both of these algorithms achieve the same sum AMSE. In all figures of this section, the robust design outperforms the nonrobust design and the improvement is larger for high SNR regions. This can be seen from the term of (2) where, at high SNR regions, is negligible compared to (the term due to channel estimation error). Thus, in the high SNR regions, since the nonrobust design does not take into account the effect of which is the dominant term, the performance of this design degrades. This implies that as the SNR increases, the performance gap between the robust and nonrobust design increases. Furthermore, when increases, the system performance degrades. This is because as increases, the number of symbols with low channel gain increases (this can be easily seen from the eigenvalue decomposition of ). Consequently, for a given SNR value, the total sum AMSE also increases [14] .
XII. CONCLUSION
This paper considers sum MSE-based linear transceiver design problems for downlink multiuser MIMO systems where imperfect CSI is assumed to be available at the BS and MSs. These problems are examined for the generalized scenario where the constraint functions are per BS antenna, total BS, user or symbol power, and the noise vector of each MS is a ZMCSCG random variable with arbitrary covariance matrix. Each of these problems is solved as follows. First, we establish novel sum AMSE duality. Second, we formulate the power allocation part of the problem in the downlink channel as a GP. Third, using the duality result and the solution of GP, we utilize alternating optimization technique to solve the original downlink problem. We have established downlink-uplink duality to solve per BS antenna (groups of BS antenna) and total BS power constrained robust sum MSE-based problems. And, we have established downlink-interference duality to solve per user (groups of users) and symbol (groups of symbols) power constrained robust sum MSE-based problems. For the total BS power constrained robust sum MSE-based problems, the current duality is established by modifying the constraint function of the dual uplink channel problem. On the other hand, for the robust sum MSE minimization constrained with each BS antenna and each user (symbol) power problems, our duality are established by formulating the noise covariance matrices of the uplink and interference channels as fixed point functions, respectively. We have shown that our sum AMSE duality are able to solve any sum MSE-based robust design problem. Computer simulations verify the robustness of the proposed design compared to the nonrobust/naive design. 
